Reading list - Computational Literary Studies

Week 1

- VIDEO Hildegard of Bingen: Authorship and Stylometry
  Kestemont, Mike
  Note: 12th item from the top
  View online

- ARTICLE Who wrote Wuthering Heights?
  McCarthy, Rachel; O'Sullivan, James, Digital Scholarship in the Humanities, 36(2), 2021-06-01, 383 - 391
  View online

- ARTICLE 'Delta': a Measure of Stylistic Difference and a Guide to Likely Authorship
  Burrows, John, Literary and linguistic computing, 17(3), 2002-09, 267 - 287
  Note: Optional
  View online

Week 2

- BOOK CHAPTER Textual analysis
  View online

- ARTICLE Revisiting Sylvia Plath's and Anne Sexton's confessional poetry: Analyzing stylistic differences and evolution of poetic voice(s) through computational text analysis
  Lee, Shin Haeung; Tak, Jin-Young; Kwak, Eun Joo; Kim, Seonghoon; Lim, Tae Yun, Digital Scholarship in the Humanities, 36(4), 2021-12-01, 950 - 979

Week 3

- ARTICLE Captivating, splendid or instructive? Assessing the impact of reading in online book reviews
  Boot, P.; Koolen, Marijn, Scientific study of literature, 10(1), 2020, 66 - 93
  View online

- BOOK CHAPTER How to read 22,198 articles

- ARTICLE Mining ethnicity: Discourse-driven topic modelling of immigrant discourses in the USA, 1898-1920
  Viola, Lorella ; Verheul, Jaap, Digital Scholarship in the Humanities, 35(4), 2020, 921 - 943
  Note: Optional

- ARTICLE The narrative arc: Revealing core narrative structures through text analysis
  Boyd, Ryan I.; Blackburn, Kate G.; Pennebaker, James W, Science advances, 6(32), 2020-08-01
  Note: Optional
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Week 4</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| ARTICLE Genetic Criticism Put to the Test by Digital Technology: Sounding out the (mainly) Digital Genetic File of El Dorado

Vauthier, Bénédicte, Variants: the journal of the European Society for Textual Scholarship, (12-13), 2016-12-31, 163 - 186

🔗 View online  |
| ARTICLE Nuala O’Faolain: new departures in textual and genetic criticism

Mara, Miriam O’Kane, Irish studies review, 21(3), 2013-08-01, 342 - 352  |